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Vocabulary Grammar Story and value 

Phonics
Revision of 
numbers

I’m (not) good at (playing 
football).
Mike is Tom’s uncle.

The old book
Courage
Short vowel sounds

 Song: The Explorers 

 Our school (pages 10–21)

Vocabulary Grammar Story 
Phonics

Skills and value Thinking skills English for 
school 

School 
subjects

I like listening to (music).
He loves / doesn’t like 
learning about (Science).
You have to wear (school 
uniform).

Getting help
Letter names

● Reading 
Johnny’s story

● Appreciating 
different ways 
of thinking

● Decoding a 
puzzle

● Sequencing
● Problem solving

Music: 
Musical 
instruments

 Song: Let me tell you a secret  Creativity  Revision 

2  The picnic (pages 22–33)

Vocabulary Grammar Story and value 
Phonics

Skills Thinking skills English for 
school 

Food Is there any (cheese)?
There isn’t any (cheese).
There is some (cheese).
Shall we make some (soup)?
How about some (tea)?

The golden apple
Perseverance
The sounds 
/i/ and /ai/

● Listening and 
speaking

● Reading and 
writing

● Finding relevant 
information

● Logical thinking

Science: 
Food chains 
and habitats

 Song: A picnic  Creativity  Revision 

3  Daily tasks (pages 34–45)

Vocabulary Grammar Story 
Phonics

Skills and value Thinking skills English for 
school 

Daily tasks It’s half past (eight).
It’s quarter past / to (eight).
Amy always / usually / 
sometimes / never (washes 
up after dinner).

Tidying up
The letter sounds 
v and f

● Reading 
Arnold and 
the robot

● Learning 
responsibility

● Reflecting on 
one’s habits

● Analysing 
and making 
deductions

Environmental
studies: 
Saving water

 Song: What a busy day     Creativity  Revision 

4  Around town (pages 46–57)

Vocabulary Grammar Story and value 
Phonics

Skills Thinking skills English for 
school 

Towns It’s opposite / above / 
near / below the (park).
I’m going to (the shop) to 
buy (some bread).

Up high
Lateral thinking
The sounds 
/ɑ�/ and /r/

● Reading
● Listening, 

speaking 
and writing

● Drawing 
conclusions

● Matching
● Developing 

sense of 
direction

Geography: 
Directions

 Song: Lost in town  Creativity  Revision 

2

Map of the book
Meet The Explorers (pages 4–9)
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5  Under the sea (pages 58–69)

Vocabulary Grammar Story
Phonics 

Skills and 
value

Thinking skills English for 
school 

Sea 
creatures

Great auks were /weren’t 
(sea birds).
Their food was / wasn’t 
(fish).
Were you (in the sea), Sue? 
No, I wasn’t.
Was Tim (on the beach)? 
Yes, he was.

The trap
The letter sounds
s and sh

● Reading
What 
Christine 
found

● Caring for 
nature

● Matching
● Recognising 

patterns
● Applying 

knowledge

Art and 
Maths: 
Pattern and 
symmetry 

 Song: Fish, fish everywhere   Creativity  Revision 

6  Gadgets (pages 70–81)

Vocabulary Grammar Story and value
Phonics 

Skills Thinking skills English for 
school 

Technology The (DX24) is bigger / 
more expensive than than 
the (DX32).
The (Airbus A380) is the 
biggest (plane) in the 
(world).

The cave
Being resourceful
Long vowel sounds

● Reading and 
speaking

● Listening and 
writing

● Making 
deductions

● Numerical and 
logical thinking

Maths and 
History: 
Numbers

 Song: My bike is bigger  Creativity  Revision 

7  In the hospital (pages 82–93)

Vocabulary Grammar Story
Phonics 

Skills and 
value

Thinking skills English for 
school 

Health The plate landed on the 
floor.
She felt awful.

At the hospital
-ed endings

● Reading
Sophia saves 
the day

● Helping 
others

● Decoding and 
sequencing

● Developing story 
analogies

Science:
Fever

 Song: What a week  Creativity  Revision 

8  Around the world (pages 94–105)

Vocabulary Grammar Story and value
Phonics 

Skills Thinking skills English for 
school 

Countries We went to the (beach), 
but we didn’t go 
(swimming).
Did you go shopping?  Yes, 
I did.

The final letters
Showing interest in 
other cultures
The sounds 
/i�/ and /i/

● Listening and 
reading

● Speaking 
and writing

● Making lexical 
links

● Imagining
● Visual thinking

Art: 
Origami

 Song: All my friends are far away  Creativity  Revision 

9  Holiday plans (pages 106–117)

Vocabulary Grammar Story
Phonics 

Skills and 
value

Thinking skills English for 
school 

Weather It’s (not) going to be 
(rainy) on (Tuesday).
Are you going to (cook 
pizza)?  Yes, I am.

The treasure
The sound /��/

● Reading
Holidays with 
Grandma

● Changing 
perceptions

● Prediction
● Logical thinking

Geography: 
Seasons and 
hemispheres

 Song: A super holiday  Creativity  Revision 

Grammar focus: pages 118–127
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10 School subjects; before / after

Our school
1

CD 1
13  Listen and say the words. Then check with a friend.

2 CD 1
14  Listen and correct the sentences.

1 Ben’s favourite subject is History.  2 Lucy understands the puzzle. 

3 Lucy wants to ask their Maths teacher. 4 Lucy doesn’t like the librarian. 

3  Ask and answer.

Do you like History?

When do you have History? On Wednesdays. Before Maths.

Yes, I do. It’s my favourite subject.

English1

Geography2

Music3

I.T. 4

History5

Maths6

Science7

Art8

P.E.9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2 Lucy understands the puzzle

Find / the / seven / 

letters / to / open / 

the / door / to / the / 

treasure
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Like / Don’t like + ing

1  Think!   Read and write the names. 

1 I really don’t like singing. 

2 I like writing and listening to stories. 

3 I love singing. 

4 I like learning about plants and animals. 

5 I really don’t like learning about plants. 

2 CD 1
15  Gr mm r 

focus  
Listen and say. 

I like listening to 
music.

He loves learning 
about Science.

He really doesn’t 
like singing.

3  Play the like / don’t like game.

Do you like drawing?

Yes, I do.

I ll d ’t lik i i

• I like Science. 
I’m good at it.

• I love English. 
It’s my favourite 
subject.

• I really don’t like 
Music. I can’t sing.

Alf 
• I really don’t like 

Science. I’m not good 
at it.

• I like English. My 
English teacher is nice.

• I love Music. I’m good 
at it. 

Julia 

11

drawing
doing sport
listening to music
singing
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1

2

3

4

1
CD 1
16  Match the pictures with the school subjects. Listen and check.

12 Singing for pleasure

2 CD 1
17  Listen and sing. 

3  Solve the puzzle and write the school subjects. 

1  

2  

3  

4  

ht a M s

os i rtH y

oe rh a g pGy

ce in cS e

P.E.

I.T.

Geography

History

I love pl ying footb ll in P.E.,
And h ving fun with my friends.
I like using computers in I.T.,
I’m s d when the lesson ends.

Let me tell you  secret,
School is gre t.
School’s for everyone.
Don’t tell nybody th t
School is gre t.
And it’s lots of fun.

I love le rning ll my Geogr phy,
I’m good t n mes nd pl ces.
I love le rning ll my History
And ll those f mous f ces.

Let me tell you  secret …
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wash your hands

get up

have breakfast

brush your teeth

do your homework

13Have to + infinitive

1
CD 1
18  Listen and tick (✓) the things Daniel and Linda have to do at school.

2 CD 1
19  Gr mm r 

focus  
Listen and say. 

3  Read and play the rules game. 

before you go to bed  every day  
before you go to school  before you eat

You have to wear school uniform.
You have to read a book every week.
You have to arrive at school before nine o’clock.

You have to brush your teeth 
before you go to bed.
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1
CD 1
20

65

43

21

Lucy: Excuse me. Can you help us, please?
Mr Williams: Yes, of course. What’s the problem?
Ben: We can’t read this book. It’s in code. 

Mr Williams: This is difficult! Can I keep the 
book? I can tell you tomorrow.
Lucy: Keep the book?
Ben: No, sorry. We can’t give it to you.

Ben: What’s going on? It’s dark!
Lucy: Come on Ben. We have to get out of here.

Mr Williams: Hmm. Let me think. It isn’t easy. 
There are lots of clues in this book. But they’re 
all in code. Very interesting! I like doing puzzles!

Mr Williams: OK then, sorry kids. I can’t help 
you. I’ve got to go.
Lucy: OK, thanks anyway.

Ben: Someone wants our book!
Lucy: It’s probably Horax and Zelda.
Ben: What? Here in the school? No way.
Lucy: We have to find a way to read this code.

Reading for pleasure14
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87

Lucy: Hey, look at this! What’s this here? 
Ben: Let me see. I think ... . Yes, it’s the secret to 
the code. Yes! Now we can read the clues.

Horax: The children have got the book.
Zelda: What about the code? 
Horax: I don’t understand the code, yet. We 
have to follow those kids.

2  Think!  Use the code to write the message from Lucy and Ben’s book.

 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

 A b  7 d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w 9 ☺ z

F i nd  the s e v e n  l e  t t e r s  to  
                     

o p e n  th e   door  to the  tr e as u r e
                         

3  Find who says ... 

4 CD 1
21  Listen and say.

Phonics focus: letter names

OK, thanks anyway.

DJ Cool K plays CDs for ETs from planet QB3. 

15
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Johnny’s story
At Oak Tree School, there is a Geography lesson. Miss 
Burton is showing a film about China. But one of the 
children, Johnny, is dreaming. In his dream, he is sitting 
on a dragon flying along the Great Wall of China. Johnny 
is happy. He loves flying. He loves riding the red dragon. 
Then Miss Burton stops the film and starts asking 
questions.

‘Johnny,’ she says, ‘When it’s three o’clock in the 
afternoon in London, what’s the time in Beijing?’ 

Johnny says, ‘It’s my dragon.’ 
The children laugh. Miss Burton doesn’t laugh.  

The next lesson is Maths. The children all work in their workbook. 
Johnny isn’t doing any work in 
his workbook. He loves doing 
Maths puzzles in his head. 
Then Miss Burton starts asking 
questions.

‘What is fourteen plus twelve?’ she asks Jenny. 
‘Twenty-six,’ Jenny answers. 
‘Johnny,’ Miss Burton asks, ‘What is forty plus eighteen?’ 
‘I think the number two is at the top of the triangle,’ 

Johnny says. 
The children laugh. Miss Burton doesn’t. 

The next day the children have Science. Miss Burton tells the 
children about the lifecycle of butterflies. Johnny is dreaming. 
In his dream, he is in Art class. He has to paint a butterfly on 
a T-shirt. 

Value: appreciating different ways of thinking; reading skills16

1  Think!   Read the story quickly and try to find the answers.

1 What is the boy’s name?

2 What is his teacher’s name?

3 What lessons does the boy have?

4 What is he doing in the lessons?

2 CD 1
25  Read and listen. Check your answers.

The boy’s name is …

Story timeSSSSSSSS
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Value: appreciating different ways of thinking; reading skills

Miss Burton stops talking and starts asking questions. 
‘What do caterpillars eat?’ she asks Johnny. 
‘T-shirts,’ Johnny says. 

The children laugh. Miss Burton doesn’t.

The next day the children have Music. Miss Burton plays some 
music – a piano concert. Johnny is dreaming. Johnny is on stage. 
He is singing and playing the guitar. There are hundreds of people 
watching. When he stops, the people clap their hands and shout.

The music stops and Miss Burton starts asking questions about it. 
‘What music is this?’ she says to Johnny. 
‘Come on, come on, it’s time to dance,’ Johnny starts singing. 

The children laugh. Miss Burton doesn’t.

Two weeks later, the children have to write a story for 
a competition. 

‘Who can write the best story?’ Miss Burton says. 
Johnny writes a fantastic story. It’s about dragons and 
butterflies, a guitar concert, puzzles and other wonderful things. 
Johnny wins first prize. 
The children don’t laugh; they clap and shout, ‘Hurray Johnny!’ 
Miss Burton smiles. ‘It’s a beautiful story. Read it to us!’

3  Think!   Put the story in order. 

  Johnny does a Maths puzzle 
in his head. 

 Miss Burton teaches Science.

  Johnny dreams of painting 
a butterfly on a T-shirt.

 Miss Burton shows a film.

 Johnny wins the competition.

 Miss Burton teaches Music.

  Johnny dreams of playing 
the guitar. 

 Miss Burton teaches Maths.

  Johnny dreams of flying on 
a dragon.

4  Think!   Can you do Johnny’s 
puzzle? 

Write the numbers in the circles so 
that each line of three numbers 
adds up to 20.

2
4

10 12

6

8

17
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